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Message from the CEO
Last year was a breakthrough year
for Apex Clean Energy. Our ability to lead
the industry in bringing new wind energy
to market in 2015 represented validation
of the team we’ve brought together since
our launch in 2009; our model to build the
most robust pipeline of wind resources in
the nation; and, most important, our complete mission-driven focus.
In October, Apex was also recognized for
our efforts to expand the market for structured power purchase agreements beyond the Fortune 500. We were honored
to receive the Green Power Market Development Award, sponsored by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency and the
Center for Resource Solutions.
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Perhaps the most important aspect of our success is the partnerships we have created to make it all
happen. Across our enterprise, we are
building long-term relationships with
global financial institutions, leading multinational corporations, major domestic
utilities, and public-sector entities such
as the U.S. Army. In the field, Apex is also
currently active in communities spanning
25 states, from securing land leases to
turnkey construction projects and longterm asset management. As a result, one
of the most important relationships we
must continue to forge is with the American public regarding the long-term collective benefits of clean energy.
As we race to the close of the year and
look ahead to 2017, the Apex team is in full
stride. Together with our partners, we have
an unprecedented opportunity to help our
nation move clean energy forward, faster.

Previous page left: Cameron Wind in Texas.
Previous page right: Community members
sign a turbine blade to be used in the
Hoopeston Wind project in Illinois.

MARK GOODWIN

Above: Apex Deputy Facility Manager Curt
Sowers climbs up a turbine tower.

President and CEO

“

ACROSS OUR ENTERPRISE, WE ARE BUILDING LONG-TERM
RELATIONSHIPS WITH GLOBAL FINANCE INSTITUTIONS, LEADING
MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS, MAJOR DOMESTIC UTILITIES, AND

“

PUBLIC-SECTOR ENTITIES SUCH AS THE U.S. ARMY.
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PROVIDING ENERGY
SECURITY TO
FORT HOOD

MELISSA PETERSON
MANAGER, BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

In October 2014, Defense Logistics Agency–Energy (DLA Energy) released a
request for proposals (RFP) on behalf of the U.S. Army for a renewable energy supply
agreement (RESA) for Fort Hood. Teams across Apex collaborated for months to develop a customized solution to match the aspirational goals of DLA Energy. In June 2015,
Apex received a notice of intent to award for the contract. After lengthy negotiations and
discussion, Apex and DLA Energy executed a 29-year RESA (28 years of energy delivery
plus one year of construction) in January 2016.
The deal—which involves the Army’s largest single renewable energy project to date—
is expected to save the Department of Defense (DoD) about $168 million compared to
what it would pay for power from the traditional electricity grid over the course of the
28-year agreement.
The proposal drew on the capabilities of Apex's development, power marketing, finance,
and engineering and construction teams.
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Cotton Plains/Old Settler

Phantom Solar

Fort Hood: A City Unto Itself

Through the U.S. Army’s Net Zero initiative,

The Fort Hood military installation spans

Fort Hood developed an energy program

over 218,000 acres in Killeen, Texas, ap-

with the goal of modifying behavior and

proximately 60 miles due north of Austin.

leveraging technology to reduce energy

Fort Hood, which was established during

usage at Fort Hood, ultimately leading to

World War II, is one of the largest U.S. mili-

the broader goal of net zero energy at the

tary installations in the world. It consists of

installation. With this objective in mind,

6,348 buildings and structures, 35 million

and using the authority granted under

square feet of floor space, and 770 miles

10 U.S.C. § 2922a (authorizing the use of

of paved roadways and currently supports

U.S. Army land as a location for renewable

over 388,000 personnel. Fort Hood hosts 9

energy generation systems), Fort Hood

schools (which educate more than 24,000

worked with DLA Energy and the Army Of-

students), 99 barracks, 9 gyms, 2 grocery

fice of Energy Initiatives (OEI) to release

stores, 2 department stores, 12 chapels,

the RFP for a RESA to meet 100% of Fort

and over 6,700 family quarters.

Hood’s electrical energy requirements.
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“

THE DEAL—WHICH INVOLVES THE ARMY’S LARGEST SINGLE RENEWABLE
ENERGY PROJECT TO DATE—IS EXPECTED TO SAVE THE DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE APPROXIMATELY $168 MILLION.

“

Leveraging the largest pipeline of projects in the nation, Apex worked to identify the ideal project from its Texas portfolio to meet the RFP’s requirements and
soon selected Cotton Plains Wind for its
size (50 MW), outstanding wind resource,

Previous page: Military and Apex
personnel at the groundbreaking
for the Phantom Solar project
on-site at U.S. Army Garrison Fort
Hood.

late-stage development status.

Facing page: Locations of the
wind and solar facilities supplying
energy to Fort Hood.

The Army’s First Hybrid Wind/Solar
Energy Project

Below: Fort Hood has a population
of nearly 40,000 soldiers and a
total of 388,000 personnel.

proximity to robust transmission lines, and

Under the RESA, Apex will deliver wind energy from the Cotton Plains Wind facility,
which is located in Floyd County, Texas,
approximately 350 miles from Fort Hood.
When complete, 100% of the clean energy

Following page: The West Fort
Hood substation is one of three
sites that will be used for electrical
transmission and distribution of
the renewable energy.

and renewable energy credits (RECs) will
be delivered on a real-time basis to Fort
Hood’s Main, West Fort Hood, and Clarke
Road substation meters. On average, the
wind energy produced and delivered to
Fort Hood will meet approximately 50% of
the current annual energy consumption of
the Fort Hood substations. The nearby Old
Settler Wind, which is not contracted under the RESA but is considered part of the
renewable energy complex with Cotton
Plains Wind and Phantom Solar, will generate enough clean electricity to power an
additional 51,000 average U.S. homes.
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Phantom Solar, to be located on-site at
Fort Hood, is a 15.4 MWac solar project
that will consist of approximately 62,000
solar modules and cover around 130 acres
of land. Phantom Solar will be connected
behind the utility meter and will directly
interconnect via new on-site distribution
lines constructed as part of the project.
The project is also designed to be adaptable for microgrid technology. The combined Cotton Plains Wind and Phantom
Solar represent the first hybrid project
contracted and installed on a U.S. military
installation. Other innovative features of
the RESA include:
•

A project structure that includes renewable energy delivery from both onand off-site locations combined with
conventional energy

•

Awards Texas the distinction of contributing the most renewable energy
to the Army of all the states

Pursuing a Shared Mission
The Fort Hood deal brings the Army closer
to President Obama’s 2012 announcement
of the DoD’s commitment to clean energy

wind, biomass, and geothermal—on Army,
Navy, and Air Force installations by 2025.
The federal government is the largest energy user in the country, and the Army is the
largest facility energy user, according to
Assistant Secretary of the Army for Installations, Energy, and Environment Katherine Hammack. In a clear demonstration of
renewable energy’s cost savings, the Army
will avoid paying approximately $168 million over the life of the RESA with Apex. The
fixed-firm price of the agreement is lower
than the projected price of conventional
electricity over the 28-year delivery period,
so although the Army will continue to use
traditional energy sources to supplement
the wind and solar, the RESA will result in a
lower cost of electricity year over year.
In January 2016, the Army held a groundbreaking ceremony for Phantom Solar at
Fort Hood with high-ranking government
officials, who praised the project for its
capability to ensure a consistent, affordable, and secure energy resource for Fort
Hood—and the U.S. military as a whole—
for years to come.

with the goal of deploying three gigawatts
of renewable energy—including solar,
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EXPANDING THE
INVESTMENT
ENVIRONMENT
FOR CLEAN ENERGY
THROUGH NEW
FINANCIAL VEHICLES
DAVID CLEMENS
MANAGER, FINANCE

This past summer, Apex closed on
the joint financing for the Cotton Plains
Wind, Old Settler Wind, and Phantom Solar
energy facilities, all located in Texas. One of
the many unique features of the transaction was our employment of a novel financial hedge product called a proxy revenue
swap, or PRS, for Old Settler Wind. Without
the economic certainty that the PRS brings
to that project, Apex would not have been
able to source the roughly $330 million in
debt and equity capital necessary to build
and operate the facilities. But because the
PRS was relatively new and not well understood in the financial markets, its presence
at Old Settler presented unique challenges
during the financing process.

Innovation Expands Investment
Opportunities
Financial hedges are not new to the energy industry. A more common version,

often called a fixed-for-floating swap, is
well understood in the market. In a typical
fixed-for-floating swap, a project will sell
the electricity it generates into the spot, or
merchant, market. The price of energy in
the spot market is in constant flux, and in
certain circumstances can fluctuate wildly from hour to hour. The vast majority of
project financing parties will not invest in
a project selling power into the spot market because they are uncomfortable with
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the cash flow instability, which increases
the uncertainty that their investment will
be repaid. To counter this risk and make
the project more attractive to financing
parties, the project owner will enter into an
agreement with a counterparty—typically a bank or an energy company—whereby the counterparty will agree to pay the
project a fixed price for energy generated
by the project, in return for the value that
the project receives from the spot market. For instance, let’s say Old Settler Wind
agreed to a swap at a price of $30 per
megawatt-hour (MWh). Then, if Old Settler
were to sell one MWh into the ERCOT market at $20, it would transfer this $20 to the
swap counterparty, and the swap counterparty would transfer $30 back to Old Settler. Likewise, if the MWh sold for $35, the
project would send $35 to the swap counterparty, and the swap counterparty would
still send $30 back to Old Settler. Thus, the
project is swapping the “floating” price received for that MWh (i.e., $20 or $35) for
the fixed price of $30. This arrangement
allows the project to rely on a steady cash
flow—$30/MWh—which investors can rely
on when calculating their expected investment return.
Previous page: Electric
transmission lines.
Above: The Canadian Hills Wind
facility in Oklahoma.
Facing page: The structure of a proxy
revenue swap.

Eliminating Wind Production Risk
to Enhance Deal Value
Under a traditional fixed-for-floating swap,
however, the swap counterparty will not
take a position on how many MWh a project is expected to produce (in other words,
they do not want to take the risk relating
to the productivity of the wind resource).
To avoid this, traditional swap counterpar-
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ties will only agree to swap the P99 volume

for an entire year—and likewise the wind

produced by the project (that is, the MWh

farm doesn't generate any electricity—the

that a project can be expected to produce

project will still receive revenues from the

with 99% certainty). As a result, all of the

PRS counterparty. In return, the project

energy that a project generates above the

will turn over all the revenues that it ac-

P99 generation level is not subject to the

tually receives from selling its energy into

swap; this energy is sold into the spot mar-

the spot market over that same period of

ket without the benefit of a fixed price. Be-

time. The amount of revenue guaranteed

cause most investors place a lower value

under a PRS is primarily a function of the

on the energy that does not have a guar-

counterparty’s evaluation of the project’s

anteed price, they discount this post-P99

wind profile (PRS counterparties are of-

production when sizing their investment

ten insurance companies with experience

amount. Depending on the specifics at

evaluating weather-related risk).

a particular wind project, the amount of

Put simply, a traditional fixed-for-floating

post-P99 production can be considerable,

swap takes price risk off the table. The PRS

and failing to account for this production

takes this concept one step further by also

can lead to a dramatically reduced invest-

taking wind production risk off the table.

ment from financing parties.

This results in more guaranteed revenue for

Enter the proxy revenue swap. At its core,

the project, thus allowing the project to fi-

the PRS guarantees a project a fixed

nance a greater portion of its capital costs.

amount of revenue, regardless of how

Although the PRS counterparty is com-

many MWh the project actually produc-

fortable taking price risk and wind risk, it

es. Thus, even if the wind doesn’t blow

does not take operations or basis risk—

Wind
Project

As-Generated MWh
at Project Node

$
Floating
Energy Price

Regional Transmission
Organization
(e.g., ERCOT)

$

Floating Project
Price

Fixed
Annual
Payment

$
Buyer
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Apex Project Financings, 2014–2016 (by revenue type)
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Note: 2016 financings
are as of October 1.

those stay with the project. In oversimpli-

Putting the PRS to the Test

fied terms, operations risk is the risk that

The novelty and complexity of the PRS

the project will not convert wind into elec-

came into focus when Apex began the fi-

tricity as efficiently as expected due to

nancing process. Investors tend to prefer

operational issues such as turbine main-

projects and concepts that are well un-

tenance. Basis risk is the risk that the elec-

derstood—no one wants to lend money on

tricity price at the “hub”—where electricity

the basis of a new product that turns out

is traded on the spot market—will be less

to be fundamentally flawed. For this rea-

than the electricity price at the actual lo-

son, each of the sponsor equity, debt, and

cation, or “node,” where the electricity en-

tax equity investors undertook a detailed

ters the grid. (Basis is a complicated topic

review of the PRS and insisted on being

beyond the scope of this article, but the

fully satisfied with its risk profile prior to

most common reason for differences in

funding. Unlike the vast majority of their

hub and node prices is inadequate trans-

investments, the investors had no previ-

mission.)

ous experience with this product; they had
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to learn everything from scratch. The de-

as projects in July 2016 demonstrates that

tailed review included analysis by multiple

the PRS fits this mold.

independent engineers, consultants, and

In fact, the PRS has already become a

law firms, as well as the investors’ in-house
legal, accounting, and engineering teams.

powerful asset in our power marketing
toolbox. Shortly after closing on the hybrid

This painstaking due diligence process

portfolio, we successfully incorporated

placed a substantial burden on Apex.

a PRS for a portion of the generation at

Many of my colleagues in the asset man-

our Grant Plains Wind project in Oklaho-

agement, power marketing, resource as-

ma, which closed in August and is current-

sessment, and ledepartments

will recall a seemingly endless series
of conference calls
to explain how the
PRS works and to
structure the transaction to fit the
needs of the inves-

“

ly under construction.
And Apex is now ac-

THE PRS TAKES WIND
PRODUCTION RISK OFF
THE TABLE. THIS RESULTS IN
MORE GUARANTEED REVENUE
FOR THE PROJECT, THUS
ALLOWING THE PROJECT TO
FINANCE A GREATER PORTION
OF ITS CAPITAL COSTS.

tors. All of this was
in service of helping

“

gal

tively modeling the
PRS at many of our
other projects. We believe the PRS will remain a viable path to
market complementing traditional PPAs
and financial hedges,
and we expect the PRS
financing process to

five different investors complete their dili-

become smoother as we apply the lessons

gence and commit their share of roughly

learned from these recent projects.

$330 million in capital costs. At the end
of the process, our financing efforts were
successful, and the Cotton Plains Wind,
Old Settler Wind, and Phantom Solar projects are now under construction.

Benefits of the PRS
A long-term power purchase agreement

Read more about the hybrid energy
portfolio and the associated power
purchase agreement with the U.S.
Army in “Providing Energy Security
to Fort Hood” by Melissa Peterson.

(PPA) with an investment-grade counterparty remains the gold-standard revenue
option for financing a wind project. Apex’s
power marketing team has been actively
searching for alternative revenue sources
capable of standing up to the scrutiny of
the financing process. Apex successfully
closing on the financing for the trio of Tex-

Facing page: Apex identifies
unique financial solutions
to manage energy risk for its
investors, tailored to the current
market environment as needed.
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Above: Apex Clean Energy was the market leader for new wind facility additions in 2015, with
the Illinois-based Hoopeston Wind facility adding 98 MW to the total 1,012 MW that Apex
brought online last year. Corporate power purchase agreements are fueling new construction
for Apex in 2016, including an agreement with Steelcase Inc. that helped launch construction
of the Grant Plains Wind facility in Oklahoma.
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CUSTOMIZING
THE PPA FOR
SMALLER-SCALE
CLEAN ENERGY
ADOPTERS
ELLEN BALFREY
SENIOR DIRECTOR,
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

In the same way that no two wind
farms are the same, every corporation is
different. One unifying trend, however,
is clear. Leading companies throughout
the Fortune 500—and beyond—are taking
action to procure renewable energy.
Apex is committed to developing flexible
and creative solutions to meet this rising
demand. The process begins with our inventory of quality projects throughout
the country and our experienced team of
more than 200 professionals. Successful
projects require the right combination of

Above: In October, Apex received
the Green Power Market
Development Award, sponsored by
the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and the Center for Resource
Solutions.

landowners; wind resource; science and
technology; equipment and construction;
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“

BY LEVERAGING THE POWER OF GROUP PURCHASING, SMALLER
COMPANIES CAN OBTAIN THE BEST PRICING AND PPA TERMS, LEARN
FROM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS PERFORMED BY THEIR PEERS, AND
STREAMLINE THE NEGOTIATIONS.

“

partners; and utility, municipal, and corpo-

Uniquely Positioned to Expand the
Corporate Renewable Market

rate customers. In order to accelerate the

Through our work with dozens of top cor-

shift to clean energy, we solve for the com-

porations and entities—including IKEA,

bination of variables that will deliver a qual-

Steelcase, the U.S. Department of Defense,

ity project at each stage of the process.

and many more—we have learned firsthand

Our next effort is to accelerate the rate at

what it takes to develop a successful ener-

which corporations that have smaller elec-

gy partnership. Each company has differ-

tricity demands—but the same large goals

ent needs, and the scope of those require-

for future growth and purpose—procure

ments can be as diverse as the products

renewable energy.

and services the company delivers. Lead-

operations and maintenance; financing
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ing priorities range from energy security

By leveraging the power of group purchas-

to carbon risk management, energy price

ing, smaller companies can obtain the

hedging, and environmental stewardship.

best pricing and PPA terms, learn from re-

Apex believes that the next wave of cor-

view and analysis performed by their peers,

porate procurement will come from those

and streamline the negotiations. Instead

companies that, despite world-changing

of each company working independent-

goals, may feel as though they are on the

ly to find its own way, they will be able to

sidelines watching as larger companies

share best practices and thus take their

make the commitments that make head-

individual goals further. Apex is pioneering

lines. This next generation of deals re-

industry-standard contract terms—built

quires creativity, flexibility, and ingenuity to

through a stakeholder process over many

invent new ways of doing business.

years—to make procuring clean energy

Apex understands that there are a number
of companies searching for competitively priced renewable energy that are not in

easier, faster, and more affordable without losing the protections and guarantees
that are extended for larger contracts.

a position to make a large purchase, and
we are ready to respond to this demand.
Currently, large-scale wind projects provide the lowest cost of energy for renewables due to their economies of scale and
location at sites with the highest wind
speeds. But these large projects typically
only offer contracts in the range of 50 MW
to 200 MW, much more energy than most
buyers want to purchase.
Apex is able to provide contracts to buyers
in the 5 MW to 10 MW range, thereby opening up the market to a whole new wave of
first-time corporate buyers for off-site
wind power.

Power Tranches
Apex will be providing clean energy to a
club of buyers—buyers that would negotiate as a group for the purchase of small
quantities from a large-scale project—

Facing page: Apex blends a
data-driven approach, deep
experience, and an unrivaled
pipeline of projects to optimize
solutions for innovative and
forward-thinking companies
from coast to coast.

all at lower-risk, lower-price, and lowerminimum volumes than typically offered.
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“

THE APEX TURBINE AND SITE PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION PLATFORM
WAS ABLE TO INCREASE OUR CUSTOMERS’ ANNUAL REVENUES BY
$1.5 MILLION DURING THE FIRST EIGHT MONTHS AFTER IMPLEMENTATION.

“
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OPTIMIZING
TURBINE
PERFORMANCE
and PROFITABILITY
Implementing Proactive Asset Management Strategies
CORNEL BUNEA, PhD
SENIOR PERFORMANCE ENGINEER

Optimal performance and increased asset reliability and availability are two
common goals among asset management teams across the wind industry. Unfortunately, many wind farm operators are addressing these goals through a reactive strategy—that is, they are using only historical data to optimize assets for increased reliability.
This approach is typically used to address performance or reliability issues in response
to asset failure or on prescribed calendar-based intervals and is not suitable for an entire class of assets given the particularities of the wind industry (i.e., varying environmental conditions from site to site, assets subject to different loads even at the same
site, and so on).
Apex is a leading advocate for a wide-scale implementation of modern, proactive asset
management strategies. With the development of faster computers, data acquisition,
high-speed processing, and advanced analytics, large amounts of data are available
for real-time asset performance and reliability diagnostics and prognostics. Assetrelated data can now be readily collected from various sources, such as the site SCADA
systems, engineering reports, oil analysis programs, vibration monitoring, and meteorological data, as well as maintenance-related data captured in a computerized maintenance management system (CMMS).
Apex has implemented two platforms to address turbine and site performance optimization and turbine life cycle reliability and availability. Both platforms were developed
in accordance with the MIMOSA standards for operations and maintenance in manu-
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There are six blocks of functionality in

Turbine Life Cycle Reliability and
Availability Platform

a condition-based monitoring system:

The Apex turbine reliability and availability

data acquisition, data manipulation, state

platform is focusing on optimizing each

detection, diagnostics assessment, prog-

asset's remaining useful life (RUL) based

nostics assessment, and advisory gener-

on historic, current, and future asset oper-

ation. Both of the Apex platforms address

ations. Current RUL is based on historical

all six blocks of functionality.

operating conditions and can be estimat-

Turbine and Site Performance
Optimization Platform

and extreme events) to a turbine major

facturing, fleet, and facility environments.

The Apex turbine performance and site
performance optimization calculation engine is able to detect, in real time, deviations from nominal performance curves
as well as from site averages. In addition,
a set of engineering-based “crisp” rules—
used with data-driven techniques—are
employed to identify the underlying cause
of underperforming turbines. Once such
a turbine or site is identified as underper-

ed as total accumulated damage (fatigue
component. Future reliability and availability is then improved based on smart anomaly detection and improved asset management processes.
It is important to note that although
high asset reliability and availability
can always be obtained at high capitalexpense and operating-expense costs,
Apex’s platform balances all three to create an optimal operations and maintenance strategy.

forming, a work order is opened in the Apex
CMMS to be addressed by plant operations and site maintenance teams. Data
collected during troubleshooting activities
is collected into a knowledge database

Previous page and above: Apex’s
first-tier software and proprietary
network topology allows its
operators full visibility and detailed
access to each wind and solar asset.

that helps with future recommendations.
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DELIVERING
COMMUNITY
BENEFITS TO
RURAL FAMILIES
Meet the Merzes.

DAHVI WILSON
DIRECTOR, PUBLIC AFFAIRS

What is it like to live near a wind farm?
Understandably, this is one of the most
common questions the Apex Public Affairs team is asked as we travel around the
country speaking with farmers, ranchers,
elected officials, and members of the public. Though we can certainly offer an answer to this question ourselves, we know
that it is much more meaningful coming
from the folks who are actually living and
working alongside operating Apex wind
energy projects. So, in 2015, we started an
initiative to begin collecting the stories of
some of these individuals. We are calling
them Wind Stories.

Homegrown Energy
Our first Wind Story features the Merz family of Kay County, Oklahoma. Doug, his wife
Karin, and their young son live and farm
beside the Kay Wind facility, which began
operating in 2015. The Merz family runs a
farming operation on their land, and they
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Previous page: The Merz family.
Above: The Merz Bros. Construction office. Before participating in the Kay Wind
project, the Merz family farm had to deal with uneven revenue due to fluctuations in
crop prices and construction demand.
Facing page: Members of the Rally Point Productions crew set up a shot near the Kay
Wind facility in northern Oklahoma. The crew followed the Merz family for two days as
part of Apex’s Wind Stories project, which highlights the daily lives of local residents
who are experiencing the economic and societal benefits of nearby wind facilities.

also manage a contracting business in the

You can do everything right, everything

area. Growing up in a place where the wind

you’re supposed to, and Mother Nature

was always blowing, they were excited to be

can decide differently. Construction is

part of a project that would finally harness

kind of the same way; it can kind of go up

that wind for a practical purpose. Today,

and down. With the wind, it’s a steady flow

the Kay Wind facility is helping them pre-

of income coming in, and that’s what we

serve their farming operation, while provid-

liked about it.”

ing enough clean energy to power about

Benefits for Education

102,000 homes. As Doug Merz explained,

With a child getting ready to enter the

“With the farming, it’s different year to year.

local public school system, the Merz fami-
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ly has also grown more aware of the fund-

of blowing grain, grasses, and corn. The

ing challenges facing Oklahoma’s school

sunsets are spectacular, and on a quiet

districts. As Karin noted, one of the things

evening, when the train rolls through town,

they most appreciate about the Kay Wind

you swear you might just be in a Norman

farm is that it is contributing valuable tax

Rockwell painting, experiencing a rare

revenue to the local schools. Kay Wind

slice of true Americana. Today, about 130

expected

to

pro-

vide about $53 million
to Kay County and local
school districts over the
project’s lifetime, funds
that will help sustain
their small rural districts
for decades.

Harvesting the Wind
The Merz farm is in a

“

statuesque wind tur-

ALONGSIDE THE GRAIN SILOS

the horizon, spinning

AND WATER TOWERS, THESE

slowly, like mesmerizing

TURBINES HAVE COME TO

dancers in the evening

bines are visible along

REPRESENT THE NEWEST
CROP FOR LOCAL FARMERS.

“

is

fields.

Alongside

the

grain silos and water
towers, these turbines
have come to represent
the newest crop for lo-

beautiful part of the country. The property

cal farmers. Drought tolerant, reliable, and

sits on Oklahoma’s northern border, about

undisruptive, the energy they harvest will

15 minutes from the Kansas state line, in

help feed our power-hungry nation, with-

a region that is home to vast landscapes

out using water or emitting air pollutants.
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For the next 20 to 30 years, these gentle
giants will steadily go about their quiet
work as the buzz of farm life continues
around them.

One Family’s Story
It was a pleasure to work with the Merz
family on the making of our first Wind

assess each decision they have to make
on the way it will impact their family, their
land, their business, and their community.
Their decision to participate in Kay Wind is
a clear demonstration of their commitment
to these values and their confidence that
this project will help sustain them all.

Story. For two days, our film crew followed
them around as they prepared their fields,
worked in their shop, and enjoyed time with
the family. They graciously invited us into
their home to allow us to capture a snapshot of their day-to-day life and to help us
understand the role the wind farm plays
in their daily experience. Even in our brief
time with the Merzes, it was clear that they

Watch the full Wind Story,
“Sustaining Farming Families,"
at apexcleanenergy.com.
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Facing page: The operating Kay Wind farm.
Above: Karin Merz and son at home.
Below: Doug Merz takes his son out on the combine. The Merzes hope to
pass their Oklahoma farm operation down to the next generation.
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CONTRIBUTORS
MARK GOODWIN, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Mark leads the Apex team and the execution of corporate strategy. He
has direct responsibility for project development, construction and
engineering, resource assessment, technology, procurement, and
asset management.

MELISSA PETERSON, MANAGER OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Melissa supports power marketing efforts and acquisitions of projects
at Apex. Previously, Melissa worked for EDF Renewable Energy, where
she developed over 750 MW of operating wind energy projects.

DAVID CLEMENS, MANAGER OF FINANCE
Dave supports capital-raising activities, the sale of assets to investors,
and project financing. Prior to joining Apex, Dave worked in the New
York office of Latham & Watkins LLP, where he specialized in project
finance, leveraged finance, and mergers and acquisitions.

ELLEN BALFREY, SENIOR DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Ellen leads Apex’s power marketing efforts within the nonutility market,
focusing on corporations, universities, and other entities seeking power
procurement directly from large-scale renewable energy projects.

CORNEL BUNEA, SENIOR PERFORMANCE ENGINEER
Cornel leads Apex’s asset performance and reliability improvement
efforts through state-of-the-art advanced diagnostics and prognostics algorithms and tools. He also leads efforts for project revenue
optimization through energy sales in day-ahead markets.

DAHVI WILSON, DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Dahvi is responsible for Apex's project-level communications strategy
and implementation, as well as state policy tracking and engagement.
Dahvi has worked with numerous community, government, and nonprofit organizations, specializing in strategic development, community relations, and communications.
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